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Molnar carne(I R.S. and M.A. dcgrccs in
sociology Irons K(l Ilt state t'ni\crsil\. Ilc
holds lltc PII. D. Ili sociology front loyca statc
tniylrsity, yyhlre he yvorkcd as a gruloatc
research :(sskt.utl prior to coming to :AIII1111'I1.
Sincc coming to luhtn'ti. Molnar has stndwd nlilin cvtcrnal Ili( tor" affCcting :Alahatna s
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R.E. STEVENSON

a story hascd on the FIX perint(.nt Stations oldest act iyc
the "Old Notation." TlIc story on page :3 reports recent-scar findings
long-terns rotations aHirt cotton \ ields. Such infin-ntation is parlicnlarh
tinter becausc of th(. growing interest in crop rotations (luring recent will-s.

This issue Icatur(.s

project
on hove

Uthough this is not cowl-ed in the story on page ;3, there is much historical
interest ill the Old Notation. The project dates hack to 1596, just 1:3gars after
the h:xperintent Station seas cstablish(,(I. it y us h(.gnn hv- Prol'. 1. F. Duggar.
vyho later sewed its Station Director from 190:3 until 1921 ) and Mhusc u.unc is
prontin(.ut ill h;speritneut Station history. Aof ()Ills is the ( )ld liotttion :Anhurn's
oldest res(..u-ch project, it is the nations oldest continuous cotton study and the
third oldest continuous I'icld crop expcriutent in the t'nitcd States.
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'I'hc historical significance of the OI(I Rotation rcceiwd national recognition
in January 195 5 vyhcIl it vs-as placed on the Aalional Ncgi.stcr of Historical
Placc..:A pLuluc d(.signating this listing \\ ill he placed al the plots, located on
the soltth side of the campus near tile :Arborettnns southern border. This site.
pictur(.(I (m th(.cover, should join other :Auburn Landmarks in representing :Aubtnn's historical background.

bike all other research projects of the :Alabama :Agricultural Fxperintent Station, the Old Rotation

Stn(Iv

is

being

conducted oath because it continues to

y i(.Id information that can be ofvaluc to :Alabauua fu users. Acvcrtheless, its historical significance makes it an important li'aturc in the history ofthc .Alitbatna
Agricnltnral 1,1y1erintent Station and in :Auburn I Ilis(,rsity 's owl-all hislorv.
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ON THE COVER. The "Old Rotation' experiment is an important part of Auburn history,
but it still yields valuable information, as
noted in the story on page 3.

lI)IT(M S
McIltion of trade
n.uncs does nol in(licatc cndorsctncnt by
the Alabama ;Agriculttn-al Fypcrintcnt
station of one hrand m cr another. Am Ilse
of' pcsticidc rates ill excess of labc1cd
atnotntls ill research reported does Ilot
conslitull, rccontntcndation of such rate.
Such use is sintpl\ part ofthc scientific in\c0igVttiott nlcc""ar\ to c\aluatc yan'iotts
Iltalcrial". Ao chemical should be used at
rates ahoyc those pcnttittcd by till,lahll.
Infurtuation contained
herein is asailahlc
to all \y ithout regard to race. color, sc\_ or
national origin.

C.C. Mitchell, Jr.

NEW INFORMATION FROM OLD ROTATION

EVEN

tion" experiment at Auburn has
the
been operating
1896,RotaTHOUGH since
the "Old
study is still yielding timely findings. In fact, recent interest in rotations
and low-input sustainable agriculture
makes it an up-to-date study. The value
of rotations and legume nitrogen for cotton and corn continues to be demonstrated today, even though farming has
changed greatly since World War II.
Basic cropping systems have changed
little since the Old Rotation was begun
in the early days of the Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station. However,
there have been some modifications in
crops and fertilizer treatments. The following rotations (with and without nitrogen applications) have been used
throughout the last 28 years:
1. Continuous cotton-with and
without winter legumes.
2. Two-year rotations of cotton-winter
legumes-corn.
3. Three-year rotations of cotton-winter legumes-corn-small grain-soybeans.
The original test included cowpeas as
a summer legume following corn. Soybeans replaced cowpeas as the summer
legume crop in the 3-year rotation in
1960, and cowpeas have not been used
since that time. Vetch or crimson clover,
or both, have been used as the winter legume for the 92 years.
Cultural practices have remained basically the same over the years. All plots
receive 80 lb. per acre of P205 and 60 lb.
per acre of K20 per year applied to the
summer crop or the winter legume, or
split between the summer crop and the
winter legume.
Cotton yields have generally increased
throughout the life of the test, except
during 1900 to 1920, the period when
Alabama was invaded by the boll weevil.
Researchers of that era suspected that
cotton yield was declining because of
poor growth of winter legumes, which
they thought was due to inadequate
phosphorus fertilization. Beginning in
1923, researchers began applying 400 lb.
per acre of a 16% superphosphate to
vetch in the fall, rather than 160 lb. of a
14% acid phosphate applied to the sum-

mer crops. Reports from that time note
that the vetch immediately began to
make good growth.
Since the 1920's, cotton yields have
continued to climb in all treatments except where cotton was grown continuously without benefit of legume nitrogen
or fertilizer application. Yields dropped
temporarily during the 1970's when
DDT, which was highly effective against
insects, became unavailable for use.
Production has shown some recovery
during the last decade as better insecticides and varieties became available.
Clear insights into nitrogen availability and value are revealed in results from
the last 10 years reported in the table.
These can be summarized as follows:

Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station

AVERAGE YIELDS FROM THE OLD ROTATION,

1978-87
CroppingYield/acre
lint Corn
Corn
system
Cotton
Lb.
Bu.
Continuous cotton
No legume, no fert. N ........
214
605
With winter legumes' .........
624
No legume, 120 lb. fert. N .....
2-year cotton-corn rotation
With legume N only.......... 674
40
Legumes and fert. N2 . . . . . . . . . 753
50
3-year rotation
Cotton (no N)-winter legumecorn (no N)- rye (60 lb. N)soybeans...................744
62
'An average of 4,018 lb. per acre of vetch and
clover (oven-dry weight) was turned under in
early April in plots where a winter legume was
planted,
2Botheorn and cotton received 120 lb. N as
ammofium"nitrate.

1. Where no legume or fertilizer nitrogen is added to the soil, continuous
cotton removes about 13 lb. of N per acre
per year in the lint and seed. This is
about the amount of nitrogen expected
to be available from atmospheric and soil
microbial fixation and mineralization.
2. When winter legumes are included
in the cropping system, average lint
yields are almost tripled. Fertilizer nitrogen alone and legume nitrogen alone
had about equal effects on cotton yields.
3. The 2-year cotton-legume-corn rotation increased cotton lint yields 11%
over continuous cotton grown with legumes each year. Adding recommended
fertilizer nitrogen with the 2-year rotation boosted lint yield 79 lb. per acre
over the rotation without fertilizer N.
4. The 3-year rotation without direct
N fertilization produced about the same
yield of cotton as the 2-year rotation.
However, corn grain yields were greater
with the 3-year rotation.
5. Corn grown under requirements of
this test-planted in late April and not
irrigated-is of doubtful profitability because of usual low yields. Soybeans appear more promising in the rotations,
however, producing 37 bu. per acre annually when double-cropped with rye.
As demonstrated by results during the
last 10 years, the Old Rotation continues
to show the value of crop rotations and legume nitrogen in cotton and corn production systems.
Mitchell is Assistant Professor of Agronomy and
Soils.

Seed cotton yields since 1900 from selected treatments in the Old Rotation experiment.

HOT WEATHER TOMATOES
Research Seeks Varieties That Set Fruit Despite
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No mor1tal itx occim-rcd during the 3xweek stu . D11
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cond~itioni at the end of, the exp~erimoent
except for one lead- treated (lox ( coldl exposed, uliic( seed dijet) wxh ichi had
tremoors. 1linuination of lead pellets
throuigh the dligestix ( tiract appair(ntlx
reduced the (ffeets o) ligestedl lead. Par
tiallx eroded lead pellets xxeie r(covxeredl
ini the feces of 89,%of the lead-treated
L ittle iiiftruiationis1 ax ailable on the
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Rate of elimination of lead shot by female mouurning doves.
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J.J. Molnar and L.S. Wu

ANIMAL WASTE DISPOSAL BECOMING A PUBLIC ISSUE

THE

creasingly concerned about popollution
tential
environmental
PUBLIC
is becoming
infrom farming. Thus, agriculture
can expect to be under close scrutiny in
the future as the environmental consequences of present-day farm practices
are recognized and evaluated.
The treatment and disposal of animal
waste is likely to be among the greatest
public concerns. Just as nonagricultural
industries must exercise caution in the
way their activities affect groundwater,
rivers, streams, and aesthetic experiences, animal producers also must be
careful about the practices used for disposing of animal waste.
To provide information about current
practices and attitudes of farmers about
waste handling, a mail survey was conducted in 1988 by the Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station. The questionnaire went to 680 animal producers in
two north Alabama counties. One of the
counties is a national leader in broiler
production. Both have many small beef
cattle herds, and dairy and hog producers were also included in the survey.
Data from the 354 returned questionnaires (52% return rate) were used to assess animal waste disposal practices.
How FARMERS HANDLE THEIR ANIMAL

WASTE, 354 RESPONDENTS, 1988

Item

Percent
reporting*

Treatment facilities
Have no waste treatment facilities

77

Facilities are over capacity .......
Perceive some or more pollution
potential from facilities .........
Understand the next step to
improve animal waste facilities

8
8

59
Land application
79
Apply animal manure to land .....
Apply animal manure three or
10
more times a year ............
49
Apply to at least partly hilly land
Use of animal waste
1
Sold for cattle feeding ............
. 5
Sold for fertilizer ...............
Fed to cattle...................
7
8
Spread on cropland .............
. 12
Given away ...................
64
Spread on pasture or hayland ....
*Percentages do not sum to 100 due to multiple response and selective presentation.

6

Manure spreading
by month, pct.

Monthly
rainfall, in.
Manure7
spreading

60

6

50

6

Rainfall

5

40
4
30

3

20
10

1

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Monthly distribution of rainfall as related to timing of manure spreading. (Rainfall data from
Roger Getz, Southeast Agriculture Weather Service Center.)

Data in the table reveal that more than
three-fourths of animal producers in the
surveyed counties have no waste disposal facilities. Of those with facilities,
about 8% reported their facilities are
over capacity. Although not specified in
the table, dairy and hog farmers were
most likely to have waste treatment facilities.
Of all the respondents, almost 60% accepted the fact that improving the waste
handling facilities on their farms is desirable. However, only 8% perceived any
degree of pollution potential for the
waste facilities on their farms.
Spreading manure on land as a fertilizer material is the major disposal
method for most farmers. In fact, almost
80% apply animal manure to land in
some fashion. The largest amount is
spread on pasture or hayland.
Although respondents indicated that
applying manure to land is a year-round
activity, most of the application takes
place in the spring. As illustrated in the
graph, this spring application takes place
during a season of high rainfall. This

might be a factor in pollution caused by
runoff into streams.
About half of those returning questionnaires spread manure on at least partially hilly land, another factor to consider in evaluating potential pollution
from manure application.
Uses of animal manure were also investigated. Little was reported sold for
cattle feeding, although about 5% said
they fed animal waste to cattle on their
own farms. About 5% reported selling
animal waste as fertilizer, but 12% gave
some of it away.
Although many animal producers are
using reasonable care in handling animal
waste, results of the Auburn survey indicate that many farmers may not recognize the potential for environmental
pollution that may result from animal
production. Furthermore, many do not
appear to be sensitive to public concern
about the issue, which could lead to conflicts in the future.
Molnar is Professor and Wu is Graduate Student
of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology.

Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station

J.L. Stallings

IMPORTED FEED GRAINS DOMINATE STATE'S
GRAIN MARKETING SYSTEM
system has undergone significant changesGRAIN
since 1960,
but
LABAMA'S
marketing
one thing remains the same:
more than half of the feed grains handled
are produced out of state. Of the 190 million bu. handled each year, only about 67
million bu. come from Alabama farms.
The big change in the system has been
the shift from family-owned country elevators and feed mills to collection stations and feed manufacturers. These
larger units serve the vertically integrated poultry industry and other livestock operations.
Two developments have been largely
responsible for increased grain imports
in recent years: (1) location of two large
soybean processing plants in northern
Alabama to provide protein for poultry
feeds, and (2) establishment of a corn
processing plant in Decatur.
Even without these new plants, however, Alabama has been a deficit state for
feed grains for many years. Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station research
findings indicate that Alabama has produced less than 30% of the grains
needed over the past 20-30 years.
Corn continues to lead in size of deficit, with 1985 data showing that State
production accounted for only 24 million
bu., while imports were nearly 73 million bu. Alabama soybeans and oats almost equaled imports that year, while
most grain sorghum and over half of
wheat came from within the State.
The Public Grain Elevator in Mobile,
owned by the State, plays a part in the
Alabama grain marketing system. However, it has mostly exported grain coming
in from outside Alabama. Alabama grain
exported through Mobile mostly comes
from the southern half of the State. The
northern half of Alabama typically exports little grain through Mobile and requires even more import of grains for its
poultry industry and the soybean and
corn processing plants located there. So
far, the newly completed TennesseeTombigbee Waterway has had little im-

pact on the grain marketing system of
Alabama or in the volume of grain business through the port of Mobile.
Most of the out-of-state grain coming
into Alabama over the last 20-30 years
has come from Illinois and Indiana in the
Corn Belt and from Tennessee and Kentucky in the South. In 1985, 67.1 million
bu. (54.5% of the total of five out-of-state
grains coming to Alabama) came from Illinois and Indiana. Corn comprised 54.7
million bu., or 81.5%, of this total. Soybeans were the primary import from the
surrounding states of Mississippi, Tennessee, Kentucky, and Georgia, accounting for 19.7 million bu. (62.3%) of the
31.6 million bu. of soybeans imported.
Firm-to-firm transfers of grain within
Alabama and receipts from Alabama
farmers by firms were virtually all by
truck. Grain coming from out-of-state
was generally equally distributed between rail and water, with trucks accounting for 92.7% of the receipts from
the surrounding states of Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, and Tennessee.
Rail and water receipts mostly came to
northern Alabama; water shipments
came by way of the Tennessee River to
firms in either Decatur or Guntersville.
About 93.6% of the rail and water receipts from the Corn Belt States of
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Wisconsin, and Ohio were to
these northern Alabama firms.
Most shipments of grain within Alabama were of two types: (1) transfer to
the parent institution by satellite coun-

Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station

try elevators after collection from farmers, primarily to feed manufacturing
firms, poultry operations, and the soybean and corn processing plants; and
(2) the importation of out-of-state grains
by terminal elevators and the subsequent
transfer to various users within Alabama. Firm-to-firm transfers within Alabama represented 45.5 million bu. in
1985, mostly by truck.
Shipments of grains by Alabama firms
to ports for export overseas totaled only
17.2 million bu. in 1985 (10.2 million of
soybeans, 3.4 million of wheat, 3.1 million of corn, and less than 0.5 million bu.
of grain sorghum). This compares with
domestic use of 162.8 million bu.
As with shipments to ports, the out-ofstate shipments of 10.9 million bu. also
represented a relatively small amount
compared with domestic use. These
shipments were almost exclusively to
surrounding states, unlike out-of-state
receipts which were frequently from
several states away.
Alabama was a deficit state in corn,
soybeans, wheat, and oats in 1985, and it
is expected to continue to be a deficit
state in the near future. A 72.9% deficit
in corn is largely the result of the poultry
industry's feed grains needs and the requirements of one large corn products
processing plant. A 33.8% deficit in soybeans is largely due to the needs of two
soybean processing plants in northern
Alabama.
Stallings is Associate Professor of Agricultural
Economics and Rural Sociology

GRAIN RECEIPTS BY ALABAMA FIRMS, BY KIND OF GRAIN AND ORIGIN, 1985

Origin
Firm to firm transfers
South Alabama ...............
North Alabama ...............
Total ........................

Corn

Receipts, thousands of bushels
Soybeans Wheat
Grain
Oats
sorghum

Total

2,399
5,762
8,161

12,561
583
13,144

697
647
1,344

864
319
1,183

182
182

16,521
7,493
24,014

8,352
12,110
20,462
72,947

16,474
11,692
28,166
31,560

5,981
3,981
9,962
8,180

1,675
6,849
8,524
8,582

12
12
1,873

32,494
34,632
67,126
123,142

93,409

59,726

18,142

17,106

1,885

190,268

Receipts from farmers

South Alabama ................
North Alabama ...............
Total........................
From out of state ...............
TOTAL .......................
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H.W. Kinnucan, S. Sindelar, D. Wineholt, and L.U. Hatch

RESEARCH ON CATFISH OFF-FLAVOR
Valuable to Both Producers and Consumers of Farm-raised Catfish

OFF-FLAVOR,

a term used to

describe catfish that are unmarketable because of undesirable flavor, is the most serious problem facing the fledgling catfish
industry. Off-flavor is serious because it
affects, depending on the season, up to
45% of the foodsize fish held in farm
ponds, delays harvesting up to 8 months,
undermines consumer confidence in the
retail product, and currently cannot be
controlled cost-effectively. The problem
never entirely disappears, but as shown
by data in the table, is present in varying
degrees throughout the year.
Though solving off-flavor in catfish has
obvious benefits, it could have a negative
impact on farm revenue. Thus, the question becomes, "Is the cure worth the
cost of the remedy?" Economic research
recently completed at the Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station indicates
that, while the catfish industry benefits
from elimination of off-flavor, most of the
benefits will accrue to individuals beyond the farm gate, mainly processors
and consumers.

INCIDENCE OF OFF-FLAVOR IN FARM-RAISED CATFISH, MISSISSIPPI, 1985-86 SEASONAL AVERAGE

of off-flavor, by month
July
April
January
Mil. Lb.
Mil. Lb.
Mil. Lb.
68
85
48
Inventory of foodsize fish ..................
5
10
11
Quantity off-flavor ........................
58
74
43
On-flavor inventory .......................
15
13
10
Incidence of off-flavor % ..................
Source: Mississippi Crop and Livestock Reporting Service.
ItemExtent

the reduced supply of fish enhances the
total value of the catfish crop depends on
the demand for catfish at the farm level.
If demand is price inelastic, meaning
that processor purchases of live fish are
relatively insensitive to price, then the
off-flavor induced reduction in marketings actually increases the value of the
crop. If, on the other hand, demand is
price elastic, meaning that processor
purchases of live fish are sensitive to
price, then reduced marketings caused
by off-flavor cause the total value of the
catfish crop to fall.
Two factors largely determine the societal cost of off-flavor: (1) the magnitude

"Is the cure worth
the cost of the remedy?"
From an economic standpoint, offflavor acts in a comparable way to an agricultural price support program involving supply control. In peanuts, for example, the government boosts prices
that farmers receive by limiting, via a
production quota, the supply of peanuts
that reaches the market. This supply restriction program works because the demand for peanuts at the farm level is
price inelastic, meaning that as prices go
up, producer receipts go up as well.
Off-flavor, by restricting the quantity
of fish that reaches the market in any
given period, acts as a type of (involuntary) supply control program. Whether
10

of the off-flavor induced supply
restriction, and (2) the elasticity of demand. Information about the supply restriction factor is readily available from
government statistics on off-flavor reported in the table. Based on these data,
it can be assumed that off-flavor restricts
marketings an average of 15% during any
given time period.
Information about demand elasticities
was obtained by econometric analysis.
Demand equations were estimated for
five processing plants representing 93%
of the industry volume. Results based on
1980-83 monthly data indicated a farm
level demand elasticity for catfish of-.37.

October
Mil. Lb.
134
60
74
45

Because this coefficient is less than 1.00
in absolute value, indicating an inelastic
demand, elimination of off-flavor will reduce aggregate farm revenues. Thus,
most of the benefits from solving offflavor will go to nonfarmers.
The estimated demand elasticity of
-.37 and the supply restriction estimate
of 15% were inserted into an economic
model to compute the cost of off-flavor to
society (consumers and producers alike).
Results indicated that, in any given year,
off-flavor incurs a social cost equal to
12% of farm revenues. For example, in
1983 catfish producers received revenues of $83.7 million, implying a cost to
society of $10.0 million due to the higher
prices and production costs caused by
off-flavor. If research could develop new
technology to eliminate off-flavor, societal benefits would be equivalent to 12%
of the annual revenue received by catfish
producers.
Research indicates that off-flavor entails significant costs not only to catfish
producers but to consumers. These findings suggest, moreover, that off-flavor research is justifiable on economic grounds
and funds expended for such research
could yield a positive net benefit to society. Although elimination of off-flavor
will reduce aggregate farm revenue,
production costs will decline as well. The
net benefit to producers from elimination of off-flavor depends on the relative
size of this cost decline.
Kinnucan is Assistant Professor, Sindelar and
Wineholt are former Graduate Research Assis
tants, and Hatch is Assistant Professor of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology.
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G.J. Keever, G.S. Cobb, and J.C. Stephenson

LANDSCAPE PLANTS

T

O.K.

FOR INDOORS

waxleaf privet, and Wood's Dwarf nan-

new growth. While production size for

scape plants have the potential of dina were potted in 6-in. containers and some plants grown in full sun was
smaller when first placed indoors, plant
wintercreeper euonymus were potted in
offering
a newZONE
and varied
EMPERATE
woodysource
landof plant materials for interior 41/2-in. containers in April 1986. Cultural size was similar among light treatments
landscapes. In addition to their desirable methods were the same as in the first ex- after 15 weeks indoors. Foliar color rataesthetic qualities, temperate zone spe- periment, except plants were transferred ings were higher for shade-grown plants
cies are generally more tolerant than to an interior environment in September of lilyturf, magnolia, and euonymus compared to ratings of sun- grown plants.
tropical or semitropical species of cooler 1986.
Ratings were similar for other species,
Overall plant quality was generally
interior conditions. Thus, they may be
suited for homes or other buildings with poorer with plants grown in full sun. Al- regardless of light treatments. These ratlow temperatures due to energy-con- most all of the plants grown in full sun ings indicate an improvement in leaf
serving measures or for placement near were more compact and denser than the color of full-sun grown plants during the
building entrances where drafts of cold shade-grown plants. They had smaller, interior period.
Shade treatments appeared to influlighter green leaves and marginal leaf
air frequently enter.
Successful indoor performance of tem- necrosis was found on a number of ence leaf drop on some plants, while othperate landscape plants will vary among plants. Only magnolia and cleyera were ers performed well regardless of production light levels.
different species depending on their of similar quality under all light regimes.
At the end of the interior period, the
Once moved to the interior environability to adjust to low light conditions.
Suitable species must be able to remain ment, all species continued to produce quality of lilyturf, magnolia, mondo
vigorous without experiencing a natural
grass, cleyera, and
NYIROEN
privet was good to exceldormancy environmentally induced by
lent regardless of light
shorter days and cooler temperatures.
treatment, though some
Quality
Research conducted by the Alabama Ag,m ai
performed better under
ricultural Experiment Station evaluated
specific treatments. Euselected temperate woody and herbaonymus grown in full
ceous species typically used in exterior
sun displayed a high
.8
landscaping. Most of the species tested
i7
4.i8
mortality rate.
responded well when placed in the inteResults show that
rior environment.
One phase of the study involved uni4. temperate zone land5
48
scape plants can be sucform liners of spreading lilyturf, Southcessfully used in the inern magnolia, mondo grass, and cleyera
terior environment.
which were potted in March 1985 in
light levels durVarying
5
6-in. containers. A 100% milled pine
ing production influbark growth medium was amended with
.2
enced the performance
dolomitic limestone, gypsum, and Miof some plants. Quality
cromax® micronutrient fertilizer. Plants
was generally higher for
were topdressed monthly during production with 1 tsp. 12-6-6 fertilizer.
.3
3
shade-grown plants,
though some did well in
Plants of each species were divided into
other light levels too.
three groups of 10 plants and grown under three light conditions: (1) full sun;
(2) 47% shade; and (3) 64% shade.
Growth measurements were taken prior
to transferring plants to an interior environment with fluorescent lamps (50 footCobb is
4. 8ticulture;
4
candles), 12-hour photoperiod (6 a.m. to
6 p.m.), 70°F, and 80% relative humidKeever is Asociate Profes.
ity. After 15 weeks, growth measurements, leaf color, leaf drop, and plant
oSteh Superintendent and
aJ centimeters).
.able8
2
ephenson is Associate Suquality were determined.
perintendent of the OrnamenIn a second experiment, uniform lintal Horticulture Substation.
ers of dwarf gold-dust plant, variegated

.8
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HEAVY GRAZING IS BEST FOR INFECTED FESCUE
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NEW SPRAYS PROVIDE LIMITED
CONTROL OF COCKROACHES
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J.H. Yeager

FARM INVESTMENT DOWN,
EQUITY POSITION IMPROVED

FARM

sents the resources that a farmer
has to produce
income. Inrepreterms
INVESTMENT
of a balance sheet, it is a picture
of his/her financial position at a given
time. Because of the problems in agriculture in the 1980s, farmers, agribusinesses, farm creditors, and others have
kept a close eye on farm investment
trends. Research conducted through the
Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station over the past 3 years has helped provide this much needed information. Results now suggest improvement in the
farm economy.
As shown in the table, a farmer's investment includes real estate, machinery and equipment, livestock and poultry, and stored or growing crops. To
provide a more complete overall farm investment picture, information on these
factors and others was obtained through
the USDA Economic Research Service.
Also included in the study were such factors as investment in household items,
deposits, bonds, and investments in cooperatives. Debts, or claims against the
farm, are reported as real estate and
nonreal estate debt. Equity is the difference in assets and debt, or what the
farmer would retain after all debts were
paid.
Average investment in Alabama farm
real estate per farm declined about 11%
from 1982 to 1986, considerably less than
the 56% decline in Corn Belt States such
as Iowa. Alabama farmers' investment in
machinery and crops showed some decline from 1982 to 1986, while livestock
and poultry investments per farm remained the same.
Farm real estate is a significant part of
total investment. If household items, deposits, currency, and bonds are omitted
as part of the total farm investment, real
estate accounts for more than threefourths of the total. A major part of the
financing of agriculture is tied to real estate. Thus, the concern among farmers,
lenders, and others is apparent when
farm real estate values decline.
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BALANCE SHEET OF ALABAMA FARMS (INCLUDING OPERATOR HOUSEHOLDS) 1982 AND 1986

Average value/farm
1982
1986

Item
Assets
Real estate

...........................................

$177,200

$157,700

M achinery .............................................

25,900

21,800

Livestock and poultry ....................................

12,100

12,100

C rops .................................................

3,600

2,200

Household items ........................................
Deposits and currency ...................................
U.S. savings

9,300
4,900
600

15,000
7,500
800

bonds.......................................

Inv. in cooperatives

.....................................

Total ..........
.....................................
Debt
Real estate ............................................
Nonreal estate ..........................................
Total ...............................................
Equity ........... .......................................
Ratios
Equity/assets ...........................................
Debt/equity ............................................
D ebt/assets ............................................

4,800

6,500

$238,400

$223,600

$ 25,400
20,800
$ 46,200
$192,200

$ 21,600
16,300
$ 37,900
185,700

80.6%
24.0%
19.4%

83.0%
20.4%
16.9%

Net farm income/debt....................................

19.3%

33.4%

Number offarms ..........................................

55,000

51,000

Source: ERS, USDA, Economic Indicators of the Farm Sector, ECIFS 6-14, February 1988.

The data available from USDA indicate that Alabama farmers had an increase in value of household items, deposits, and currency, as well as U.S.
savings bonds, on hand from 1982 to
1986. This was associated with the increase in net farm income of Alabama
farmers from 1982 to 1986 as well as some
increase in off-farm income. The offfarm income of Alabama farmers in 1982
and 1986 was greater than their net farm
income.
Both real estate and nonreal estate
debt per farm declined from 1982 to
1986. The decline in debt was greater
than the decline in total asset values, indicating strengthening of the farmers' financial position. The proportion of real
estate debt changed very little between
1982 and 1986.
Financial ratios provide useful insights to the farm financial picture. The
ratios given in the table generally show
that some improvement occurred in Alabama's farm financial picture from 1982

to 1986. Farmers' equity relative to assets increased from 80.6% to 83.0%.
The debt-to-equity and debt-to-asset ratios declined somewhat. Net farm income-to-debt ratio was more favorable in
1986 than in 1982. Also, these ratios
were generally more favorable for Alabama farmers than for those in Corn Belt
States.
In summary, the total investment in
Alabama farms declined from 1982 to
1986. A major part of the decline was in
farm real estate and farm machinery including motor vehicles. Real estate and
nonreal estate debt were reduced more
than the decline in total assets. Therefore, the farmer's equity position improved although the dollar value of his
equity was reduced. Similar financial
data for more recent years are not available at this time to determine if improvements in the financial structure of Alabama's farms continued.
Yeager is Head of Agricultural Economics and
Rural Sociology
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MANY FACTORS AFFECT FARM WOMEN'S
LIFE SATISFACTION

THE

face the challenge of combining
spouse,
the roles
of homemaker,
MAJORITY
of women
today
and parent with a job outside the
home. For farm women the challenge
may be even greater since an increasing
number of them have two jobs, being
employed off the farm as well as having
on-farm work responsibilities.
Each of the roles women assume requires a commitment of time and energy
and carries with it a set of specific role
expectations. Further, each of these
roles and responsibilities must be prioritized and balanced against one another.
Given the multiplicity of roles in which
farm women typically engage, a reasonable question researchers might ask is
"How satisfied are farm women with
their lives?"
To answer this question, Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station surveys
were mailed to a random sample of Alabama farm women. A total of 130 questionnaires was returned, representing a
response rate of 33%. More than half
(53%) of the women were between the
ages of 46 and 65, while 22% were
younger than 46 and the remainder were
older than 65. All were married or widowed, had been married for an average
of 32 years, and almost all had one or
more grown children.
Most of the respondents were well educated. Slightly more than half had attended or completed college, a fourth
had high school diplomas, and the remainder had completed fewer than 12
years of school. While all the respondents were involved in farming operations, only 74% stated that farming was
the family's major occupation. The average family income was $20,000 to
$25,000 in 1987, with the wife contributing approximately half of the income.
The majority of these women indicated
that their family income had remained
about the same over the last 5 years.
The respondents were juggling a variety of roles and responsibilities and lead
full, active, and well-balanced lives. On

the average, the women worked nearly of education; (5) had higher family in31 hours per week in their on- and off- come; (6) had greater flexibility to alter
farm jobs combined, as shown in the ta- their daily work schedules; and (7) perble. They spent 39 hours per week on ceived their family members to be more
flexible and adaptable to change and
meal preparation, home maintenance,
and housework and nearly 21 hours each stress.
These results illustrate the need to exweek sustaining marital and other social
amine a complex array of factors reprerelationships with family and friends.
To determine the level of satisfaction senting the marital, family, and work
felt by these working farm women, the roles of farm women to understand why
questionnaire included reliable mea- some women are more satisfied with
sures of life satisfaction, as well as of their lives than others. When a woman
marital adjustment, family adaptability holds an off-farm job and also works on
(the family members ability to adjust to the farm with her husband, and somechange and stress), and family cohesion times with her children, portions of work
(the emotional bonding among family relationships are interwoven with close
members). Questions also were asked interpersonal relationships. This minabout job-related supports, including gling of business and personal relationbenefits received at the workplace, flex- ships can result in both positive and negibility to change the daily work sched- ative consequences that are unique to
farm women.
ule, and family income.
The results indicated that these
Bradbard is Associate Professor of Family and
women were moderately satisfied with Child Development.
their lives. On a
scale in which 1
Averag e Number of Hours per Week
represents very disAFarm
iWomen Spend on Tasks
satisfied and 7 signifies very satisfied,
these women ret . .
...
mploym em
ceived a score of
4.3. Seven variaFarm work
e . . . . . . . .10.1
.pr. .
arm work
bles, listed here in
order of impor-

2 8

tance, contributed

significantly to the
level of satisfaction
expressed by the respondents. More
satisfaction was expressed by women
who: (1) had better
marriages; (2) were
younger (less than
age 56); (3) received
more job-related
benefits (insurance,
retirement and pension plans, and paid
leave time), usually

from off-farm jobs;
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Virginia buttonweed;
FIG. 2-new roots and
shoots from lateral buds; FIG. 3-adventitious buds on older roots; FIG. 4-subterranean flowers of Virginia buttonweed.
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Virginia bnthrmvccd has an cxtcnsi\,
11ctwork of flcshV roots that also play ait
important pill t in its survival and rcltruductioo. N11111erous advcntitions bud,

single or in c"Iusters along the
Ic11!-ths of older roots, figure ;3. "I'hcsc
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